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The craft projects and works featured in kokka-fabric.com are strictly for personal use and 
enjoyment.
Please refrain from selling handmade items using the same exact design (including the pieces 
made in different fabrics) featured in kokka-fabric.com.

have fun with KOKKA fabric!

□　Fabric (Main outer fabric): 90cm×50cm
 (Main lining fabric): 50cm×80cm
 (Handle outer fabric): 50cm×20cm
 (Handle lining fabric): 50cm×20cm
 (Pocket): 20cm×60cm
□ Cotton tape: 2cm wide x 122cm  

Fabric shown for this sample: 　P38100-101 （A）

Materials

All measurements are in centimeters (cm). Numbers in (　) denote seam allowance.
 All seam allowances are 1cm unless otherwise specified.

Pattern

Apron Tote

Design & work: Kanae Nakayama

Size: 30cm (l)  41cm(w - at the opening)   
 27cm (bottom width)  14cm (d) 

Instructions

1. Make the pocket 2. Make the handles

3. Make the outer bag

4. Make the lining bag
5. Sew together the outer bag and lining bag
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*Cut two pieces of handle lining 
fabric with same handle 
measurement as outer fabric.

Pocket
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① Cut out the fabric edge of 
the main outer fabric into a 
preferred shape. Sew it onto 
the pocket.

② With the front sides facing outside, 
fold the pocket in two and sew.
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③ With the front sides facing 
each other, fold the pocket 
as shown. Sew both edges.(front side)
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Pocket opening 
fold line

④ Turn it inside out.
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Fold line

① With the front sides facing each other, 
sew together the outer and lining fabrics 
at the long ends. (leave an opening for 
turning on one side)
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② Turn it inside out and run stitches.
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・Make two pieces.

① Attach the tape (43cm) to 
the main outer fabric.
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② Make the ribbon.  
a. Fold both edges of 
the tape (18cm) and sew.
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b. Tie a not.

③ Attach the ribbon.
・Make two pieces.

④ With the front sides facing each other, 
sew together the outer fabrics at the sides 
and the bottom.
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⑤ Sew the gusset.

② Sew the gusset.
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① With the front sides facing each 
other, fold the main lining fabric in 
half and sew the sides.

Bottom 
fold line

① Baste the pocket 
to the lining bag.

② Baste the handles 
to the outer bag.

③ With the front sides facing outside, 
put together the outer bag and lining 
bag. (Align the lining bag with the 
finished line of the outer bag. )
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④ Double fold the top opening seam 
of the outer bag and stitch around. 
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⑤ Pull the handles to the top and 
stitch all the way around. 
(Apply backstitches on the handles.)
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